
ULTIMATE SIMULATOR
ULTIMATE SIMULATOR THE MOST ADVANCED SPORTING 
SIMULATOR FEATURING 60+ SPORTS, 1,500+ CHALLENGES, 
3,000+ VENUES, 

Sports Coach Simulator have been manufacturing the world’s 
leading simulators at our factory near London since our 
establishment in 1992. We now have the largest and most 
accurate range of sports simulators, utilising the latest 
technology that we develop in house
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https://www.sportssimulator.com/


60+ SPORTS PLAYABLE

With so many sports available on our simulator, it is easy for 
consumers to closely follow the sporting calendar and play 
current popular sports in any of 1,575+ sporting venues any day 
of the year. With such a variety of sports to choose from, the 
simulator attracts revenues for the entire leisure, entertainment 
and amusement industry. Top clubs regularly use our simulators 
for training, retail and sponsorship. The simulator also offers 
additional revenue streams such as fan experiences and 
stadium tours. Regular software updates that include new 
sports, game challenges and sporting venues are free of charge 
for life, and because our simulator is manufactured by
us, it is easy to custom design any specific requirements for 
clients, or add Golf, Racing and Shooting. To find out more 
about how this technology generates the quickest return of 
investment, visit our continually updated website and take a 
look at our features, activations, business plans and videos.

https://www.sportssimulator.com/sports1


FOOTBALL - PENALY CHALLENGE

BASEBALL - PICHER

TENNIS - SERVE

ICE HOCKEY - GOAL SCORER

GRIDIRON - FIELD GOAL

CONTEST GOLF - DARTBOARD

CRICKET - BOWLING

RUGBY UNION - CONVERSION

https://www.sportssimulator.com/sports/football-simulator
https://www.sportssimulator.com/sports/baseball-simulator
https://www.sportssimulator.com/sports/tennis-simulator
https://www.sportssimulator.com/sports/ice-hockey-simulator
https://www.sportssimulator.com/sports/gridiron-simulator
https://www.sportssimulator.com//sports/contest-golf-simulator
https://www.sportssimulator.com/sports/cricket-simulator
https://www.sportssimulator.com/sports/rugby-union-simulator


MEASURED ACCURACY

The Super Simulator is the world’s most accurate ball flight detection system. 
The 3D Super Speed Cameras accurately measure the moving object for 3m of 
flight and the club or foot for 0.5m before impact, from two separate 90 degree 
angles. Displaying after each shot extremely accurate measured performance 
data for object speed, club or foot speed, path, horizontal launch angle, face 
angle, vertical launch angle, back spin, impact and side spin. Enabling very 
realistic calculated performance data for Carry, Distance, Roll, Elevation, Shot 
Height and Hit Factor. Flight Analysis is so accurate that every type of shot is 
very realistically represented, to be utilised with shot analysis and flight analysis 
ensuring the ultimate coaching.

https://www.sportssimulator.com/technology


ULTIMATE COACHING
Sports & Golf Academies are now able to take training to the next level, when 3D 
Flight Analysis, Shot Analysis and Digital Video Analysis are combined. Ensuring 
players achieve a visual understanding of both their technique and the coaches 
instructional teaching, so their skills improve at a much faster rate. The 3D 
Metrics provided are tailormade for each specific sport, giving very accurate 
performance data for the last shot and an average of the previous 10 shots
taken, ensuring coaches can evaluate; enhancing the players technique. 
Comparing the current, the previous and the expected performance, so that the 
improvements needed can be quickly understood, revolutionising the teaching
experience for players. During lessons the same 270° playing environment is 
often used, such as stadium, course or arena increasing the realism, the ultimate 
coaching for the 2020’s. 

https://www.sportssimulator.com/sportsanalysis


SIMULATOR FEATURES

SPORTS PLAY CONNECT

Created so the leisure and amusement industry is able to connect with all the 
leading cashless payment and contactless solutions. Giving entertainment 
centers quick access to gameplay, so increasing consumer spend significantly,
with loyalty campaigns. Operators can easily customise the Sports Play 
user-friendly interface, with the huge array of Sports Simulator gameplay 
options. With unique online player name identification’s stored on the cloud, the 
players name will appear in the game. Players typically present their ID cashless 
card or wristband, to the RFID reader at the simulator, credit is then deducted 
with online payment messages appearing. Typically players select 1 of 4 Sports 
on touchscreen, then automatically playing 3 attempts at 3 different game 
challenges, in around 3 minutes.

https://www.sportssimulator.com/blog
https://www.sportssimulator.com/sportsplayconnect


GSX GOLF SIMULATOR

200+ TOUR GOLF COURSES

MEASURED 3D ACCURACY

LONGEST DRIVE COMPETITION

NEAREST TO PIN COMPETITION

LATEST 3D GRAPHICS ENGINE

REAL WEATHER CONDITIONS

65+ VIRTUAL DRIVING RANGES

65+ VIRTUAL CHIPPING AREAS

65+ VIRTUAL PUTTING GREENS

DIGITAL VIDEO COACHING

REAL LIFE REFERENCED DATA

ENHANCED CONTOURED TERRAIN

16+ LANGUAGES AVAILABLE

3D BUSHES AND PLANTS

MOVING GOLF CARTS & BIRDS

https://www.sportssimulator.com/gsxgolf


4K RACING SIMULATOR

4K SHOOTING SIMULATOR

4k Shooting Simulator consisting of:
2 Pistols, Detection Camera and 12 
games modes:
Hunting - Boar Hunt, Deer Hunt,
Duck Hunt, Hare Hunt.
Training - Targets, Shooting Range,
Turrets, Sporting Clays.
Game Zone - Piranhas, Zombies,
Holograms, Skull Island.

4K Racing Simulator consisting of:
Racing Seat, Steering Wheel, Pedals, 
Cabling &
Racing Software:
200 - Cars Available
39 - Car Manufacturers
120 - Race Tracks
Career Mode & Online Network 
Competitions

https://www.sportssimulator.com/hd-racing
https://www.sportssimulator.com/hd-shooting


Sports Simulator, Enterprise House, Curtis Road, 
Dorking, London, RH4 1EJ, England 

Call:+44 (0) 1306 741888 

Email: sales@sportssimulator.com

Web: www.sportssimulator.com

SEE ALL THE LATEST LITERATURE

The Sports Simulator is a fantastic way to 
enhance stadium tours, training sessions, 
competitions or to enjoy several popular sports 
indoors. Easily convert any shopping centre, 
leisure facility, sports bar, hotel into an interactive 
sporting experience that is very popular all year 
round. Our multi-sports simulator is already the 
most comprehensive multi-sports simulator in the 
world, with 60+ Sports, 1,500+ Game Challenges 
and over 3,500+ Sporting Venues with 
Free of Charge Software Updates.

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sports+Simulator+Limited/@51.2339053,-0.3397304,15z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x4875e710621b8737:0x6257757c2e57e9f8!8m2!3d51.2339053!4d-0.3397304!16s%2Fg%2F1th62vqn?hl=en-GB
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sports+Simulator+Limited/@51.2339053,-0.3397304,15z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x4875e710621b8737:0x6257757c2e57e9f8!8m2!3d51.2339053!4d-0.3397304!16s%2Fg%2F1th62vqn?hl=en-GB
mailto:sales%40sportssimulator.com?subject=Simulator%20Models%20Brochure
http://www.sportssimulator.com
https://www.sportssimulator.com/literature
http://www.sportssimulator.com

